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ABSTRACT
To investigate the formation mechanism of relativistic jets in active galactic nuclei and microquasars,

we have developed a new general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic code in Kerr geometry. Here we
report on the Ðrst numerical simulations of jet formation in a rapidly rotating (a \ 0.95) Kerr black hole
magnetosphere. We study cases in which the Keplerian accretion disk is both corotating and counter-
rotating with respect to the black hole rotation, and investigate the Ðrst D50 light-crossing times. In the
corotating disk case, our results are almost the same as those in Schwarzschild black hole cases : a gas
pressureÈdriven jet is formed by a shock in the disk, and a weaker magnetically driven jet is also gener-
ated outside the gas pressureÈdriven jet. On the other hand, in the counter-rotating disk case, a new
powerful magnetically driven jet is formed inside the gas pressureÈdriven jet. The newly found magneti-
cally driven jet in the latter case is accelerated by a strong magnetic Ðeld created by frame dragging in
the ergosphere. Through this process, the magnetic Ðeld extracts the energy of the black hole rotation.
Subject headings : accretion, accretion disks È black hole physics È galaxies : jets È magnetic Ðelds È

methods : numerical È MHD È relativity

1. INTRODUCTION

Radio jets ejected from radio-loud active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) sometimes show proper motion with apparent
velocity exceeding the speed of light c (Pearson et al. 1981 ;
Hughes 1991). The widely accepted explanation for this
phenomenon, called superluminal motion, is relativistic jet
Ñow in a direction along the observerÏs line of sight with a
Lorentz factor greater than 2 (Rees 1966). Such relativistic
motion is thought to originate from a region very close to
the putative supermassive black hole which is thought to
power each AGN (Lynden-Bell 1969 ; Rees 1984). On the
other hand, the great majority of AGNs are radio quiet and
do not produce powerful relativistic radio jets (Rees 1984).
These two classes of active objects (radio loud and radio
quiet) are also found in the black hole candidates (BHCs) in
our own Galaxy. Objects with superluminal jets, such as
GRS 1915]105 and GRO J1655[40, belong to the radio
loud class (Mirabel & Rodriguez 1994 ; Tingay et al. 1995).
Other objects such as Cyg X-1 and GS 1124[68 are rela-
tively radio quiet and produce little or no jet.

What causes the di†erence between the two classes?
Recent observations of the BHCs in our Galaxy suggest
that the Galactic superluminal sources contain very rapidly
rotating black holes (normalized angular momentum, a 4

where G and are the gravita-J/[GMBH2 /c]\ 0.9È0.95, MBHtional constant and black hole mass, respectively), while the
black holes in Cyg X-1 and GS 1124[68 are spinning much
less rapidly (a \ 0.3È0.5) (Cui, Zhang, & Chen 1998). A
similar rapidly rotating black hole is also suggested in the
AGN of the Seyfert 1 galaxy MCG-6-30-15 by the X-ray
satellite ASCA (Iwasawa et al. 1996). According to nonrela-

tivistic studies of magnetically driven jets from accretion
disks by (Shibata & Uchida 1986 ; Kudoh & Shibata 1995,
1997a), the terminal velocity of the formed jet is comparable
to the rotational velocity of the disk at the foot of the jet.
Further nonrelativistic simulations of jet formation conÐrm
these results (Kudoh & Shibata 1997b ; Ouyed, Pudritz, &
Stone 1997 ; Romanova et al. 1997 ; Ustyugova et al. 1999),
except for the extremely large magnetic Ðeld/high jet-power
case (Meier et al. 1997 ; Meier 1999) in which very fast jets
can be produced. The rotation velocity at the innermost
stable orbit of the Schwarzschild black hole is 0.5c,(r \ 3rS)where is the Schwarzschild radius. In addi-rS\ 2GMBH/c2
tion, it appears that the poloidal magnetic Ðeld strength in
disks around nonrotating black holes may be not extremely
strong if the magnetic Ðeld energy density is comparable
with that of the radiation (Begelman, Blandford, & Rees
1984 ; Rees 1984). Therefore, a jet produced by MHD accel-
eration from an accretion disk around a nonrotating black
hole should be subrelativistic and very weak. In fact,
numerical simulations of jet formation in a Schwarzschild
metric show only subrelativistic jet Ñow (Koide, Shibata, &
Kudoh 1999b), except for the case when the initial black
hole corona is in hydrostatic equilibrium rather than free
fall (Koide, Shibata, & Kudoh 1998).

Several mechanisms for relativistic jet formation from
rotating black holes have been proposed (Blandford &
Znajek 1977 ; Takahashi et al. 1990). However, up until now
no one has performed a self-consistent numerical simula-
tion of the dynamic process of jet formation in a rotating
black hole magnetosphere. To this end, we have developed
a Kerr general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic
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(KGRMHD) code. In this paper we report brieÑy on what
we believe are some of the Ðrst calculations of their kindÈ
simulation of jet formation in a rotating black hole magne-
tosphere.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD

We use a 3 ] 1 formalism of the general relativistic
conservation laws of particle number, momentum, and
energy and Maxwell equations with inÐnite electric conduc-
tivity (Thorne, Price, & Macdonald 1986). The Kerr metric,
which describes the spacetime around a rotating black hole,
is used in the calculation. When we use Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates, x0\ ct, x1\ r, x2\ h, and x3\ /, the Kerr
metric is written as follows :gkl

ds2\ gkl dxkdxl \ [h02(cdt)2] ;
i/1

3
h
i
2(dxi)2

[ 2h3)3 cdtdx3 . (1)

By modifying the lapse function in our Schwarzschild black
hole code to be and(a \ (1 [ rS/r)1@2) a \ (h02] )32)1@2,adding some terms of to the time evolution equations,)3we were able to develop a KGRMHD code relatively easily.
(See Appendix C in Koide et al. 1999b for more details on
this procedure and the meaning of symbols used.)

We use the zero angular momentum observer (ZAMO)
system for the 3-vector quantities, such as velocity mag-¿,
netic Ðeld B, electric current density J, and so on. For
scalars, we use the frame comoving with the Ñuid Ñow. The
simulation is performed in the region 0.75rS ¹ r ¹ 20rS,0 ¹ h ¹ n/2 with 210 ] 70 mesh points, assuming axisym-
metry with respect to the z-axis and mirror symmetry with
respect to the plane z\ 0. The assumptions of the sym-
metry tend to suppress the turbulence in the disk caused by
Balbus-Hawley instability. A free boundary condition is
employed at and In the simulations, wer \ 0.75rS r \ 20rS.use simpliÐed tortoise coordinates, wherex \ log(r/r

H
[ 1),

is the radius of the black hole horizon. To avoid numeri-r
Hcal oscillations, we use a simpliÐed TVD method (Davis

1984 ; Koide, Nishikawa & Mutel 1996 ; Koide 1997 ; Koide
et al. 1999b). We checked the KGRMHD code by comput-
ing Kepler motion around a rotating black hole and com-
paring with analytic results (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).

3. RESULTS

The simulations were performed for two cases in which
the disk corotates and counter-rotates with respect to the
black hole rotation. Figures 1aÈ1c illustrate the time evolu-
tion of the counter-rotating disk case and Figure 1d the
Ðnal state of the corotating case. These Ðgures show the rest
mass density (color), velocity (vectors), and magnetic Ðeld
(solid lines) in 0 ¹ R4 r sin h ¹ 7rS, 0 ¹ z4 r cos h ¹ 7rS.The black region at the origin shows the inside of the black
hole horizon. The angular momentum parameter of the
black hole is a \ 0.95 and the radius is Ther

H
\ 0.656rS.initial state in the simulation consists of a hot corona and a

cold accretion disk around the black hole (Fig. 1a). In
the corona, plasma is assumed to be in nearly stationary
infall, with the speciÐc enthalpy h/oc2\ 1 ] !p/
[(![ 1)oc2]\ 1.3, where o is the rest mass density, p is the
pressure, and ! is speciÐc heat ratio and set !\ 5/3. Far
from the hole, it becomes the stationary transonic solution
exactly. The accretion disk is located at o cot h o¹ 0.125,

and the initial velocity of the disk is assumedr º r
D

\ 3rS

to be the velocity of a circular orbit around the Kerr black
hole. The corotating disk is stable, but the counter-rotating
disk is unstable in the region Except for the diskR¹ 4.4rS.rotation direction, we use the same initial conditions in
both cases. The mass density of the disk is 100 times that of
the corona at the inner edge of the disk. The mass density
proÐle is given by that of a hydrostatic equilibrium corona
with a scale height of The disk is in pressurerc D 3rS.balance with the corona, and the magnetic Ðeld lines are
perpendicular to the accretion disk. We use the azimuthal
component of the vector potential of the Wald solutionAÕto set the magnetic Ðeld, which provides a uniform magnetic
Ðeld far from the Kerr black hole (Wald 1974). Here the
magnetic Ðeld strength far from the black hole is

where is the initial corona density at0.3(o0 c2)1@2, o0 r \ 3rS.However, we do not use the time component of the vector
potential from Wald solution ; instead, we use the idealA

tMHD condition to determine the electricE ] ¿ Â B \ 0
Ðeld E. Here the velocity and plasma beta value atAlfve� n
the disk are and b D 3.4, respectively.(r \ 3.5rS) vA \ 0.03c

Figure 1b shows the state at where is deÐnedt \ 30qS, qSas By this time the inner edge of the disk hasqS 4 rS/c.rotated 0.75 cycles, if we assume the edge is at R\ 3rS.1Actually, the edge falls toward the black hole and rotates
faster at The rapid infall produces a shock at R\R\ 2rS.and the high pressure behind it begins to produce the3.1rS,jet. This is the same pressure-driven jet formation process
seen previously in the Schwarzschild case (Koide et al.
1999b).

Figure 1c shows the Ðnal state of the counter-rotating
disk case at when the inner edge of the disk rotatedt \ 47qS1.2 cycles. The accretion disk continues to fall rapidly
toward the black hole, with the disk plasma entering the
ergosphere and then crossing the horizon, as shown by the
crowded magnetic Ðeld lines near The magneticr \ 0.75rS.Ðeld lines become radial due to dragging by the disk infall
near the black hole. The jet is ejected almost along the
magnetic Ðeld lines. Its maximum total and poloidal veloci-
ties are the same, at Thev\ v

p
\ 0.44c R \ 3.2rS, z\ 1.6rS.mass density plot (color) shows that the jet consists of two

layers. One is an inner, low-density, fast, magnetically
driven jet and the other is an outer, high-density, slow, gas
pressureÈdriven jet. The latter comes from the disk near the
shock at and is, therefore, similar to the gasR\ 3.1rSpressureÈdriven jet of Koide et al. (1998). The former is new
and has never been seen in the Schwarzschild black hole
case. It comes from the disk near the ergosphere and is
accelerated as follows. As there is no stable orbit at R¹

the disk falls rapidly into the ergosphere. Inside the4.4rS,static limit, the velocity of frame dragging exceeds the speed
of light causing the disk to rotate in the same(c)3/a [ c),
direction of the black hole rotation (relative to the Ðxed
Boyer-Lindquist frame), even though it was initially
counter-rotating. The rapid, di†erential frame dragging
enhances the azimuthal magnetic Ðeld, which then acceler-
ates the Ñow upward and pinches it into a powerful colli-
mated jet. The energetics of this phenomena are discussed in
the last section.

1 To calculate inner disk rotation cycles, in this paper we always will
assume that the inner edge is located at regardless of how farR\ 3rS,inward the edge actually has accreted.
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FIG. 1.ÈTime evolution of jet formation in the counter-rotating disk case and the Ðnal state of the corotating disk case. Color shows the logarithm of the
proper mass density ; vectors indicate velocity ; solid lines show the poloidal magnetic Ðeld. The black fan-shaped region at the origin shows the horizon of the
Kerr black hole (a \ 0.95). The dashed line near the horizon is the inner boundary of the calculation region. At t \ 0 and the state of the corotatingt \ 30qSand counter-rotating disk cases are almost identical. However, at while the infall of the disk in the corotating disk stops (due to a centrifugal barrier),t \ 47qS,the unstable orbits of the counter-rotating disk plasma continue to spiral rapidly toward the black hole horizon. This di†erence causes the magnetohydro-
dynamic jet formation mechanisms in the two cases to di†er drastically, resulting in a powerful jet emanating from deep within the ergosphere.

Figure 1d shows a snapshot of the corotating disk case at
The disk stops its infall near due to thet \ 47qS. R\ 3rScentrifugal barrier with a shock at The high pres-r \ 3.4rS.sure behind the shock causes a gas pressureÈdriven jet with

total and poloidal velocities of atv\ v
p
\ 0.30c R\ 3.4rS,A detailed analysis shows that a weak magneti-z\ 2.4rS.cally driven jet is formed outside the gas pressureÈdriven jet

with maximum total and poloidal velocities of v\ 0.42c
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FIG. 2.ÈPlasma beta (color) and azimuthal component of the magnetic Ðeld (contour) in the counter-rotating and corotating disk cases. Solid linesBÕshow negative value of and the dashed lines show positive values. The two cases di†er signiÐcantly in structure, with the jet in the counter-rotating caseBÕ,originating much closer to the black hole.

and respectively. This two-layered shell struc-v
p
\ 0.13c,

ture is similar to that of Schwarzschild black hole case
(Koide et al. 1998). The centrifugal barrier makes the disk
take a much longer time to reach the ergosphere, which
causes the di†erence between the corotating and counter-
rotating disk cases.

To more fully illustrate the physics of the jet formation
mechanism, in Figure 2 we show the plasma beta, b 4 p/
(B2/2) (color) and the toroidal component of the magnetic
Ðeld, (contour) in the counter-rotating and corotatingBÕdisk cases at The blue color shows the regiont \ 47qS.where magnetic Ðeld dominates the gas pressure ; light

FIG. 3.ÈPower contribution to jet acceleration along the line, due to the gas pressure and the electromagnetic force for both thez\ 1.1rS (Wgp) (WEM)
counter-rotating (a) and corotating (b) disk cases The jet in the counter-rotating disk case is accelerated mainly by electromagnetic forces, while(t \ 47qS).that in the corotating disk is accelerated mainly by gas pressure. Note that, while the power in the gas jet component is comparable in the two cases, the
power in the MHD jet component is nearly 2 orders of magnitude greater in the counter-rotating case than the corotating case.
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redÈyellow shows where gas pressure is dominant ; and the
solid contour line shows the negative azimuthal magnetic
Ðeld while the broken line shows the positive value(BÕ\ 0),

The toroidal component of the magnetic Ðeld is(BÕ[ 0). BÕnegative and its absolute value is very large above the black
hole in both cases. The Ðeld increases to more than 10 times
the initial magnetic Ðeld. This ampliÐcation is caused by the
shear of the plasma Ñow in the Boyer-Lindquist frame due
to the frame-dragging e†ect of the rotating black hole
(Yokosawa, Ishizuka, & Yabuki 1991 ; Yokosawa 1993 ;
Meier 1999).

The distribution of the plasma beta (b) and the azimuthal
component of the magnetic Ðeld of the counter-rotating(BÕ)and corotating disk cases are quite di†erent. In the corotat-
ing disk case, they are similar to those of the Schwarzschild
black hole case. In the counter-rotating disk case, the outer
part has a positive azimuthal component of the magnetic
Ðeld which is caused by the counter-rotating disk,(BÕ[ 0),
and the outer part has the high plasma beta. The inner part
has a negative azimuthal magnetic Ðeld and low(BÕ\ 0)
plasma beta. Note that the very high plasma beta region
(yellow region) is outside of the jet ; at this point it has
almost stopped and eventually will fall into the black hole.
The negative azimuthal magnetic Ðeld is caused by the disk
around the ergosphere, where the disk rotates in the same
direction as the black hole in the Boyer-Lindquist frame.

To conÐrm the jet acceleration mechanism, we estimate
the power from the electromagnetic Ðeld, WEM\ ¿ Æ (E ] J
Â B) and the gas pressure, along the line,Wgp\ [¿ Æ $p

which crosses the jet foot (Fig. 3). At thez\ 1.1rS, t \ 47qS,gas pressure is dominant in the corotating disk case (Fig.
3b). However, in the counter-rotating disk case, the electro-
magnetic power is dominant near the black hole even
through the gas pressure power is the same as that of the
corotating disk case (Fig. 3a). The magnetically driven jet in
this latter case is accelerated by the magnetic Ðeld anchored
to the ergospheric disk. The frame-dragging e†ect rapidly
rotates the disk in the same direction as the black hole
rotation, increasing the azimuthal component of the mag-
netic Ðeld and the magnetic tension which, in turn, acceler-
ates the plasma by the magnetic pressure and centrifugal
force, respectively. (A detailed analysis shows that both
component of the magnetic forces are comparable.) This
mechanism of jet production, therefore, is a kind of Penrose
process that uses the magnetic Ðeld to extract rotational
energy of the black hole and eject a collimated outÑow from
very near the horizon.

4. DISCUSSION

We have presented general relativistic simulations of jet
formation from both counter-rotating and corotating disks
in a Kerr black hole magnetosphere. We have found that
jets are formed in both cases. At the time when the simula-
tions were stopped after the inner edge of(t \ 47qS (53qS),the disk had rotated 1.2 (1.4) cycles in the counter-rotating
(corotating) disk case) the poloidal velocities of the jets were
vD 0.4c (counter-rotating), D0.3c (corotating), both sub-
relativistic. In the corotating disk case, the jet has a two-
layered structure : inner, gas pressureÈdriven jet and outer,
magnetically driven jet. On the other hand, in the counter-
rotating case, a new magnetically driven jet has been found
inside the gas pressureÈdriven jet. The new jet is accelerated
by the magnetic Ðeld induced by the frame-dragging e†ect
in the ergosphere. In this case, existence of a magnetically

driven jet is not clear outside the gas pressureÈdriven jet. A
longer term simulation may show a three-layered structure
including the outer, magnetically driven jet.

Here, we discuss brieÑy the energy transport from the
magnetic Ðeld enhancement due to the frame-dragging
e†ect of the rotating black hole to the newly found jet in the
counter-rotating disk case. The detailed analysis of the
transport (including spatial distribution and transport of
energy and momentum) will be presented in our next paper.
The general relativistic Maxwell equations yield the trans-
port equation of the electromagnetic energy,

Le=EM
Lt

\ [$ Æ QEM ] aWEM] Wfd ,

where is thee=EM4 a[B2/2 ] E2/(2c2)] ] )3(E Â B)Õ/cdensity of the collected electromagnetic energy, called
energy at inÐnity of the electromagnetic Ðeld, QEM is the
electromagnetic energy Ñux density, and Wfd 4 [c)3[oe

EÕwith the electric charge density, The power] (J Â B)Õ] o
e
.

density of the frame-dragging e†ect to the magnetic Ðeld
energy increase is expressed by The region where isWfd. WfdsigniÐcant is located almost exclusively in the ergosphere,
and the value of is positive and hugeWfd (WfdD 3o0 c2/qS)in the region at The integration of over thet \ 47qS. Wfdregion evaluates the magnetic Ðeld energy increase rate(L fd)due to the frame-dragging e†ect. The numerical result of the
counter-rotating disk case at providest \ 47qS L fd \

On the other hand, the integration of over3.6o0 c3rS2. aWEMthe jet-forming region evaluates the power of the elec-(L EM)
tromagnetic Ðeld to the jet acceleration. The numerical
result gives This shows that about 20%L EM\ 0.72o0 c3rS2.of the frame-dragging power to the magnetic Ðeld is con-
verted to the kinetic energy of the jet. The total kinetic
energy of the jet is Therefore, the electro-Kjet\ 0.77o0 c2rS3.magnetic Ðeld induced by the frame-dragging e†ect is
capable of accelerating the jet plasma almost continuously.

It is important to understand where the energy of mag-
netic Ðeld ampliÐcation by frame dragging comes fromÈ
the rotating plasma or black hole itself. In the simple
analysis below, we assume that the system is axisymmetric
and neglect the motion of plasma in the poloidal direction.
(Exact treatment will appear in our next paper.) Under
these assumptions, the equation for the frame-dragging
power density supplied to the magnetic Ðeld simpliÐes to

In this derivation, we have used theWfd \[L(c)3PgasÕ )/Lt.
equation of motion for the gas, LPgasÕ /Lt \ o

e
EÕ] (J Â B)Õ,

where is the azimuthal component of the momentumPgasÕ
density of the gas. The density of the corrected energy,
called energy at inÐnity of the gas is expressed ase=gas, e=gas \(Thorne et al. 1986). The Ðrsta[(e ] p)c[ p] ] c)3PgasÕ
term provides the rest mass energy density, kinetic energy
density, thermal energy density, and primitive gravitational
potential energy density. Here primitive means the potential
depends only on the position. The second term, which we
will refer to as here, appears only for Kerrefd\ c)3PgasÕ
black holes. That is, the potential depends not only on the
position but also on the momentum of the gas. We can
express the frame-dragging power density supplied to the
electromagnetic Ðeld as This shows thatWfd\ [Lefd/Lt.
the energy source of the magnetic Ðeld ampliÐcation due to
the frame-dragging e†ect comes from the energy release of
the peculiar potential energy When the potential energyefd.density of a gas is released, the Lorentz force acceleratesefd
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the gas of the counter-rotating disk in an azimuthal direc-
tion opposite to the black hole rotation ; that is, it imparts
negative angular momentum to the counter-rotating gas.
When the gas with the enlarged negative angular momen-
tum falls into the black hole and is swallowed up by the
hole, the angular momentum of the black hole decreases
and the black hole rotational energy decreases (Meier 1999).
Comparing the initial and Ðnal states, we can say that the
rotational energy of the black hole is transported to the
magnetic Ðeld energy. In other words, the black hole rota-
tional energy is extracted by the magnetic Ðeld. In a similar
scenario, the Penrose process extracts black hole rotational
energy with the release of particle potential energy, corre-
sponding to the peculiar potential energy density efd(Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983). To release the potential
energy the redistribution of the angular momentum ofefd,the matter is required because total angular momentum
should be conserved (except at the black hole horizon). In
the Penrose process, the redistribution of angular momen-
tum is caused by the direct interaction between the par-
ticles, such as particle Ðssion. In our case, the magnetic Ðeld
plays a similar important role in the redistribution.

When the release of potential energy density is largeefdenough and the density of the energy at inÐnity is nega-e=gastive, the total energy of the black hole may decrease. This is
the case in which the net energy of the rotational black hole
is extracted. In our case, is positive everywhere, ande=gasthen the total energy of the black hole increases. In this case,
the rotational energy of the black hole is converted into
irreducible mass. Only the free energy of the rotating black
hole is extracted to amplify the magnetic Ðeld and form the
magnetically driven jet in the counter-rotating disk case.

The newly found magnetically driven jet is still sub-
relativistic at in the counter-rotation(vjet \ 0.4c) t \ 47qScase. Unfortunately, the counter-rotating (corotating) disk
case could not be continued beyond t \ 47qS (t \ 53qS)because of numerical problems. We have performed one
other case previouslyÈthe infall of a magnetized non-
rotating disk into a rapidly rotating black hole (Koide et al.
1999a). The disk falls toward the black hole more rapidly
than the counter-rotating case. At later times (after almost
two inner disk turns) it developed a relativistic jet with a
velocity of vD 0.9c (Lorentz factor D2). We believe that, if
we had been able to perform longer term simulations here,
in at least the counter-rotating disk case the magnetically
driven jet also would have been accelerated to relativistic
velocities (and possibly the corotating case as well).

Our simulation results suggest that the relativistic jet is
ejected in the counter-rotating disk case easier (at least,
more quickly) than the corotating disk case. (However, this
is not conÐrmed yet because of the limitation of the simula-

tion time.) The observed X-ray properties of the Galactic
superluminal jet sources, GRO J1655[40 and GRS
1915]105, suggested that each contains a black hole spin-
ning rapidly in the same direction as the accretion disk
(Zhang, Cui, & Chen 1997). However, this does not mean
that the relativistic jet is formed only with the corotating
disk, that is, the plasma which radiates X-ray may be di†er-
ent from the source plasma which causes the relativistic jet.
In fact, multiwavelength monitoring of the Galactic super-
luminal source GRS 1915]105 show that the onset of the
jet ejection events are related to the sudden drop (with a
number of sharp spikes) from a luminous state in the hard
X-ray (Mirabel et al. 1996 ; Mirabel & Rodriguez 1998).
This shows the disk becomes unstable when the jet is
formed. For such a nonsteady disk, the method with the
steady state disk assumption used by Zhang et al. (1997)
may not be valid to determined the disk rotation direction.
The unstable period may be caused by the counter-rotating
plasma. Such reversal of the disk rotation is not so sur-
prising, for example, the recent model of the transition
between the hard and soft states of Galactic black hole
candidate, Cyg X-1 with the reversal (Zhang, Cui, & Chen
1997). (Of course, the situation of microquasars and Cyg
X-1 may be completely di†erent. The Cyg X-1 disk reversal
model is plausible because the companion star is a blue
supergiant and the accretion onto the black hole appears to
be fed by a stellar wind from that star. On the other hand,
microquasars, GRS 1915]105 and GRO J1655[40, are
low-mass binaries, thought to be accreting due to mass
transfer through Roche lobe overÑow. It is not clear
whether a reversal can occur in such low-mass, Roche-lobe
overÑow binaries.) Furthermore, with respect to AGNs, the
evidences for the counter-rotating disk or the rotation
direction change have been discussed recently (see Lovelace
& Chou 1996 and Kuznetsov et al. 1999 and references
therein for further details regarding the observations).
Detailed observations of the inner disk rotation in both
Galactic superluminal sources and AGNs, especially during
periods of jet ejection, will provide important clues to the jet
formation mechanism in these objects.
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